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Abstract-This exploratory case study gives an exposure to analyze and implement a way out to save appropriate amount of time and a cost effective solution for a corporate network. The initial phase of the study was carried out to identify the existing network system of a corporate network and finding a feasible way by removing all unnecessary clutter from the existing network infrastructure. During the study we identified that all the services are provided from separate physical servers and so there is a need for implementing virtualization concept for the servers which will be required to make better use of the hardware. This will be achieved by implementing virtualization of the services into one stable physical machine. These services include Active directory, DNS, DHCP, update, web, and file server spread across multiple virtual machines. Firewall and intrusion prevention system was recommended to protect the network from internal and external threats. Cisco VoIP will be implemented for telephony and conference call purposes. In order to handle live communication, Microsoft Exchange and Lync servers will be implemented for email and chat services. This case study covers all underline areas where issues exist and services. Future implementation of DMZ will be established for security concerns.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

This project is about enhancing the main branch network as well as setting up the new branch office network. The new branch network infrastructure will need to be overhauled and connection between the two branches needs to be established. Emphasis on security, redundancy, and availability will be the focal point of this project. Removing unnecessary hardware, removal of clutter, virtualization, and organization will be implemented. Communication will be a big part of the company so implementation of Lync server and VOIP technology will be made.

III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A literature review is the process of researching case studies conducted by professionals and analyzing, summarizing and reviewing the case study. The case studies presented in this project are about the primary objectives of this project. VLAN’s are network policies configured to group host under one common administrator without any physical intervention. The VLANs allow static links to communicate with physical network ports (Tariq, 2009). VLANs provide security, broadcast control and physical layer transparency all while being cost effective (Alexa 2013). The benefits of VLANs are they provide management flexibility and security policies, ability to apply group policies on large number of users, and isolate hosts into multi broadcast domains. Each port on a switch can be located on a different VLAN regardless of their physical location and enable users to receive ip addresses from one subnet even when they are not on the same switch or network (Garimella, 2007).

(Steinder, 2008) Server virtualization is the method of using virtual machines to create multiple servers or services onto as few physical servers as possible; ideally one physical server. The benefits are a reduction of clutter, increasing space, power consumption, and decrease in operational cost. Optimal use of hardware as well as the decrease in the number of physical machines tends to require less maintenance and replacement. VMs tend to unlock unused hardware capacity (Daniels J, 2009). VMware, MS HyperV, and VirtualBox are some of the best virtual machine software available on the market today (Eisen 2011).

Demilitarized Zone or DMZ is a physical or logical outer network of an organization which tends to contain the external services available to the internet. Usually the
IV. METHODOLOGY

(Sim Sim) Cisco hierarchical model is a network designed by cisco which separates corporate networks into three different layers. These layers are the core layer, distribution layer and the access layer. The benefits of using this network design are: high performance, efficient management, scalability, behavior prediction, and policy creation.

(Todd Lammle, 2004) The core layer is the central layer or backbone of the network design. All layers connect and rely onto the core layer. It is responsible for fast and reliable transportation of data within the network. The purpose of the core layer is to provide reliable fast speed connection to the other layers of the network (Dinicolo 2004).

Operational Feasibility is the study to find out whether the technology, hardware, and software operate and communicate with each other and whether the scope and objectives are operationally feasible.

The project in terms of its logical design is operationally feasible because MPLS can be configured on a Cisco 2811 router. That connection is available in Omantel and Omantel does provide the service. All of the hardware mentioned above do communicate well with each other because the network devices are from the same vendor; Cisco.

The DMZ is just sub-compartmentalization of the network. Microsoft exchange and Lync server work well with the other services being implemented. The hardware server is powerful enough to support the system and should operate well. There are enough data points provided to easily operate the entire user end points. VoIP is probably the only issue because it is not allow without permission by Omantel and Ministry of Information but with the permission VoIP will operate as excepted.

V. PROJECT PLAN

Communication Plan: The communication plan is a plan used to visualize and organize the communication in each phase of the project. The plan focuses on the key persons to communicate with, the means of the communication, and the frequency of the communication to insure the project objective are met. It is an important aspect of the project plan because it gives direction to the team and others involved in the project.

Acceptance plan: An Acceptance plan helps to demonstrate that all criteria are met by Zawaya Oman’s Standards and that the project is a success. It allows the stakeholders to verify that the system works well and that the objectives are met.

Resource plan: The resource plan will help identify the different equipment and manpower required within the project. The details below will provide more information as to what resources are required in each phase and why.

Risk management plan: Risk Management plan is an important plan to have because it identifies the risks that can occur and affect the project. Planning ahead and creating a mitigation plan ahead of time will insure the project completes successfully without any issues.

Block Design Networking: The design of the network contains principles of cisco hieratical model and the block design model. The fundamental rule of block design is to design the network as blocks or segments and allow for future extensions or “blocks” to be easily implemented into the network without causing design or hardware changes. It also provides for easier understanding of the network and a simplistic approach to logical designs without losing complexity. The network is segmented into three blocks here; The WAN, Collapse core, and Server Blocks.

Collapse Core: The collapse core is primarily used to reduce network cost with the added benefit of having the three tier cisco heretical model. A collapse core is basically fusing the distribution and core roles together. This minimizes the amount of switches needed and makes the core switches inside the collapse core work in unison with the distribution switches. In this design, four layer 3 switches are being used with the two outer switches playing the distribution role and the two inner switches playing both core/distribution roles.

The collapse cores are connected with each other using fiber optic cables using the ether-channel link method. The Ether-channel method is the use of multiple cables together to act as one link to maximize bandwidth and throughput. Redundant cables are connected to the distribution layer, access layer, and blocks to provide...
redundant paths in case of failure. These redundant cables are using the trunk method of implementation to allow for inter-vlan communication as well as avoid network loops. On the core switches, no packet filtering will be enabled to allow for fast packet delivery and low latency.

Distribution Layer: The Distribution layer will connect all layer 2 switches and work along with the collapsed core to provide connectivity to the access switches. Packet filtering, network policies, and access lists will be placed here to provide network security. If a distribution switch fails, the collapse core will take on the responsibility of the failed layer 3 switch. Trunk links are used to connect the access layer and collapsed core to it.

Access Layer: This layer will be used to provide end user with network access. The switches are all layer 2 switches with redundant paths leading to the collapse core and distribution switches. These paths are trunk links and provide multiple Vlan communication to pass through the link. Access points, end users, and printers will be connected to the access layer. The Vlan information of the designated switches

WAN Block: The wan block contains a few network components: The MPLS cisco router, the cisco ASA firewall, and the fiber-optic Omantel router. The firewall will contain all the network security policies and be the gateway to both the main branch and the internet. The MPLS router will provide connectivity to the main branch and the Omantel router will provide internet access.

Server Block: The server block contains the virtualized servers of DC, AD, Exchange, Lync, Update, web, DHCP, and Hyper-V roles on the physical machines. The block is connected to the collapse core to allow for fast packet switching and all communication inside and outside the block is handled by the firewall or distribution layer respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on the success of the implementation of this project, it will enhance network performance, security, availability, scalability, and communication compared to its existing company network. Fast past communication and network throughput will increase productivity within the employees. MPLS connection will enable secure connection between the main branch and the new branch of Zawaya Oman. Virtualized services will become easier to manage and always available. Security will also be enhanced with Firewall and network device protection. Vlans will enable Zawaya Oman to group users according to their security and access policies. VOIP technology along with Exchange and Lync servers will provide enhanced communication within the organization. Redundancy, fault tolerance, and load balancing through Cisco network devices will enable and to stay connected and run more efficiently.

This project has increased my understanding of how corporate network work, configured, designed and implemented.
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